### Magic Spells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spell</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>target joins you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evil Protection*</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>evil targets may not attack for two rounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>targets flees, leaving treasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fireball*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>targets wounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Heals one wound or brings character back to life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>party escapes but captures no treasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>targets wounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Bolt</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>target wounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scare the Dead*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>dead targets flees, leaving treasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>targets sleep, no attack for two rounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Area effect spell.

**Charm (x2):** Pick any one opposing character, roll a die, and multiply the result by two. If the final result exceeds the defense value of the target, that character joins your party. Place it alongside your character. It will remain with your party until it either runs away, is killed, or you let it go. A charmed encounter does not need to be paid when you cash in treasure at the Royal Palace. If you charm an evil character, any good characters in your party are discarded immediately, and vice versa.

If the encounter player successfully charms a character away from a party, the charmed character becomes a hostile encounter and must be defeated.

**Fear (x2, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it flees from the combat. Encounters which flee leave their treasures behind; you can collect these treasures if all of the encounters are defeated. Characters in your party who flee are discarded. If your player character flees, the encounter is over and the encounter cards are discarded (no treasure is gained if you flee).

**Scare the Dead (x2, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing dead character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it flees from the combat. Encounters which flee leave their treasures behind before being placed in the discard pile. "Dead" refers to such encounter types as ghosts, mummies, and zombies.

**Sleep (x2, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it falls asleep for the next two rounds of combat. Turn the card sideways to indicate that the character or encounter is asleep.

While asleep, a character or encounter may not cast spells or attack. It can be attacked as though it was awake, however.

If you escape from a combat while members of your party are asleep, the cards of the sleeping members are discarded.

**Fireball (x2, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it takes one wound. Place a wound marker on the target.

**Heal (x2):** Select any wounded character as your target. Roll one die and multiply the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, one wound marker is removed from the target.

A heal spell can also be used any turn instead of rolling a die for movement, if you have a wounded member in your party. You must, of course, have a character in your party who knows the heal spell. The attempt at healing constitutes your turn whether successful or not.

If a character becomes wounded in an adventure area, you may try to heal him immediately. Remember, a heal spell can be cast only once per turn.

**Invisibility (x3):** Select the opponent with the largest defense value. This is your target. Roll one die and multiply the result by three. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, the party has escaped and the encounter is over. Discard any surviving encounter cards. You do not collect treasure if you escape from an encounter.

**Lightning (x3, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by three. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it takes one wound. Place a wound marker on the target.

**Evil Protection (x3, area effect):** One at a time, point to each evil character and roll a die, multiplying the result by three. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it is entranced and can do nothing for the next two rounds of combat. Turn the card sideways to indicate that the character or encounter is entranced.

While entranced, a character or encounter cannot cast spells or attack. It can be attacked, however, as though it was awake.

If you escape from combat while a member of your party is entranced, that character's card is discarded.

**Magic Bolt (x4):** Pick one opponent as your target. Roll one die and multiply the result by four. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, the target is wounded.

When using any spell, a roll of one means failure. A roll of zero (10) means success, no matter how large the defense value of the target.
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WELCOME TO THE LANDS OF KING MERTWIG!

The kingdom that Mertwig carved from the wilderness lies near the River Vesper, between the cities of Kurth and Hlintar. It teetered briefly on the edge of greatness until the trade route from Kurth to Hlintar was rerouted, bypassing the kingdom in favor of a more direct path. Still, in all, the kingdom is a decent place where hard work and honesty are rewarded.

Old King Mertwig is now in his 65th year and, sadly, lies on his deathbed. The trials and tribulations of ruling a kingdom on the edge between civilization and disorder have taken their toll: This, and his main concern for the last two decades... his missing heirs.

Many, many years ago, the queen died giving birth to twin children, a boy and a girl. They were the pride of the kingdom. Aristocrat and peasant alike brought presents to the royal children. Unfortunately, they were born during a period of great strife when the kingdom was torn by war. In the midst of all this, the prince and princess were but six months old when they were stolen by a band of angry gypsies.

Now, these many years later, King Mertwig has still not given up hope of finding his lost heirs. Anyone with a royal birthmark and a royal treasure who successfully navigates the treacherous maze beneath the palace will inherit the kingdom! (And win the game!)

But there is evil afoot. The grand wizir, Samot, has slowly replaced all the king's loyal ministers with his own toadies and is at this moment plotting to take over the throne. If no player is crowned king or queen before old Mertwig dies, Samot will take matters into his own hands and the rightful heirs will lose their chance.

Fortune hunters, too, have come to the kingdom, seeking the wealth that is hidden there. If the grand wizir takes power, King Mertwig does not declare an heir. In that case, whoever has the most gold and treasure will come out on top.

So now is your chance. Venture into Mertwig's kingdom, and see if you can prove yourself to be a royal heir. Failing that, gather the most gold and treasure, and you will be the winner!

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME

You assume the role of an adventurous character come to Mertwig's kingdom to seek the throne. You make the decisions, fight the battles, and win the treasures that can make you king or queen.

The board portrays Mertwig's kingdom. In one corner is the town, with its assorted places of interest. Outside the town, the map is divided into Movement Areas and Adventure Areas.

You begin the game in the Royal Castle with two adventuring companions and some gold. From there you travel around the town where you can spend your gold hiring additional characters. Movement is determined by rolling a die. In town, when you land on a space containing one or more character symbols, you can draw that many cards from the character deck. You can hire those characters to accompany you on your adventures, if you have enough gold. Ignore the magic and arms symbols unless you are playing with the magic and arms optional rules.

When you think your party is large enough, you are ready to leave town through one of the gates or by boat from the docks. Your objectives are the adventure areas; that's where the treasures are. These areas range in difficulty from the very easy Woods Whole to the ultimately dangerous Last Pyramid. When you land on an adventure area, your playing piece is removed from the board and placed on the appropriate Adventure Area Card. Follow that area's special instructions until you successfully complete the adventure.

Along the way, or in any of the adventure areas, you may have encounters with less friendly inhabitants of the land. When you have an encounter, another player places one of his Encounter Cards on the table. If it is a friendly encounter, consider yourself lucky. If it is a hostile encounter, you must either defeat it in battle or run away. Many of these monsters can kill you, so be careful.

Once you accumulate some treasures, you can return to town and cash them in for gold. This is done at the Royal Palace. With the gold, you can hire additional help and proceed to ever more dangerous adventure areas.

Ultimately, you will obtain a royal birthmark and a royal treasure (from the treasure deck). Then you must hurry back to the Royal Castle and make your way through the dark passages of Mertwig's Maze, beneath the palace. Once you find your way into the King's chamber, he recognizes you as his long lost son or daughter and you win the game.

If, however, King Mertwig dies before any player can prove that he or she is an heir to the throne, then the player with the most accumulated treasure and gold is the winner.
Your copy of the MERTWIG’S MAZE™ Game should contain the following:

1 game map
1 rule book
190 cards, comprising several decks:
  35 character cards
  52 encounter cards
  34 treasure cards
  28 magic cards (optional)
  32 arms cards (optional)
  9 player character cards
  3 Mertwig’s Maze cards
  1 encounter player card
100 die-cut markers:
  20 wound markers
  70 gold pieces
    (1x500, 5x200, 8x100, 8x50, 8x20,
    10x10, 10x5, 20x1)
9 player character tokens
1 onyx ox token
8 adventure area cards

You must provide your own 10-sided die to play.

The Decks of Cards

This game uses five different decks of cards. Two of them—the arms deck and the magic deck—are optional. They are explained later. The character deck, the encounter deck, and the treasure deck are the heart of the game. In addition, there is a small player character deck (nine cards) and an encounter player card. MERTWIG’S MAZE™ is a card game, several board games, and a whole lot more...

**Player Character Deck:** As a player, you choose to play the role of one of these nine characters throughout the game.

**Character Deck:** You use your gold to hire these characters to help you on your quest for fame and fortune.

**Encounter Deck:** The monsters, creatures, friends, and foes in here can help or hinder you on your adventures.

**Treasure Deck:** Collect as many of these cards as you can to win.

A Sample Character Card

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Value</th>
<th>Magic Spells, if any</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defense Value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evil or Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Pieces to hire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Sample Encounter Card

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Value</th>
<th>Magic Spells, if any</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defense Value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evil, Dead, or Slow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Sample Player Character Card

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Value</th>
<th>Magic Spells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defense Value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Game Map

The game map depicts the lands of King Mertwig. On it are shown the lakes, rivers, forests, hills, swamps, mountains, and a little bit of desert that are all part of his domain. Nestled in one corner is the town, where Mertwig’s Royal Palace is located. In turn, players move their markers on the game map, counting each movement area or square as one space.

The Adventure Areas

Also shown on the game map, around the far edges of the kingdom, are seven named adventure areas. If you move into a space containing an adventure area, find the small card map of that area, place it on the table, and put your marker on the start space. While you are in an adventure area, your marker is not on the game map.
Cards with high attack values are very immediately drawn from the deck.

Good/Evil: Several characters are designated as good and two of them are considered evil. Likewise many of the encounters are evil. This rather arbitrary ethical label serves several functions in the game. You cannot have both good and evil characters working for you at the same time in the game. A Protection from Evil spell neutralizes evil characters and encounters. A few characters become enraged in the presence of evil encounters.

Dead: This distinction is given to things like walking mummies, ghosts, and zombies—things that are dead, yet still wandering around causing trouble.

Slow: The giants and the giant snake are all slow. This gives you a bonus if you try to escape from them.

Treasures: This is an entry you want to see on every encounter you meet. If you defeat the encounter, you get this many treasures as fruits of victory.

**How to Start**

Before you can play the MERTWIG’S MAZE™ game you must separate and organize the various decks of cards. Ignore the arms and magic decks for now; they are only used with the optional rules, explained later.

The game requires a fairly large playing surface, as a lot happens off the game map. Elect one player to be the dealer and banker (although others can help). The encounter, treasure, and character decks need to be shuffled and placed face down near the game map. The player character deck (nine cards) is not shuffled, but is spread out on the middle of the board for all to see.

Before shuffling the encounter deck, be sure to pull out the “Death of the King” card and place it face up on the table next to the encounter deck. It is used to start the discard pile.

The dealer organizes the gold coins and wound markers neatly to form a bank. The seven adventure area cards and the royalty cards are set aside. Players put their markers on the game map in the Royal Palace space. Your character card must always be kept face up on the table in front of you.

**Selecting A Player Character**

Each character assumes the role of one of the nine player characters in the game. The player character cards are arranged face up in the center of the board. Each player rolls a die. The high roller becomes the first player. The person to his left becomes the Encounter Player (this is explained later). The encounter player gets the encounter player card.

Beginning with the first player and proceeding clockwise around the table, each player selects a character card and the matching marker. Unused player character cards are set aside. Players put their markers on the table near the character card. It can be stacked, but must be visible to all.

**Gold and Hirelings**

Beginning with the first player and proceeding clockwise, all players draw two cards from the character deck and place them alongside their player character cards. These are your first two hirelings. They will accompany you on your quest for fame and fortune. You don’t need to pay these first two hirelings. The banker gives each player the starting gold listed on his character card.

A player’s gold must always be kept on the table, near the character card. It can be stacked, but must be visible to all.

**A Sample Treasure Card**

Royal Treasure

**Name**

THE FOREST EMERALD

**Value**

Royal Treasure! 200 gp

**Attack Value:** Each character and encounter has an attack ability. In combat, this number is added to a die roll and compared to the opponent’s defense value.
A Hireling is a character that joins you from the character deck. As the game proceeds, players accumulate treasures and hirelings. These cards must be arranged face up on the table in front of their owners.

**The Encounter Deal**

The dealer now takes the encounter deck and deals four cards to each player. You may look at your own cards, but don’t show your cards to the other players, as you will be playing them on one another. Keep your encounter cards face down until you play them against other players. *These are the only cards you may keep secret.*

Now, depending upon how many people are playing the game, the dealer counts out a number of encounter cards into a pile, turns it face up, and places it beneath the Death of the King card. This is the discard pile.

- For a 2 player game, count out 30 encounter cards.
- For a 3 player game, count out 20 encounter cards.
- For a 4 player game, count out 10 encounter cards.
- For more than 4 players, don’t count out any cards.

**The Game’s Afoot**

The first player now rolls the die and begins his first turn.

**Sample of a Player’s Hand at Start**

**Player Character Card**
**Two Hireling Cards**
**Encounter Cards (face down)**
**Gold**

**How to Move**

Beginning with the first player and proceeding clockwise around the table, each player takes his or her turn. A player’s turn usually consists of a die roll followed by a move, whether you are in town, out of doors, or in an adventure area. Exactly what you do on your turn depends on where you are.

If you have an encounter, resolve it completely before ending your turn.

**Moving in the Town**

**Roll one die and move any number of spaces, up to the amount you rolled, in a clockwise direction.** You must move at least one space. If you roll a 0 you can move up to 10 spaces (there are no encounters in town). You can leave town through one of the three gates, or by paying one gold piece (to the bank) and leaving by water through the docks. You can start your move in town and finish it outside of town if you exit through a gate or the docks.

**Do business in the space in which you have landed.** If you land in a space with a red cross, you may heal a wound (if you have one). If you land in a space with one or more character symbols, you may draw that many character cards and decide whether you wish to hire them. The arms and magic symbols are only for use with the optional arms and magic decks.
Moving
Outside the Town
Roll one die and move a number of spaces, up to the amount you rolled, in any direction. The different areas represent farmlands, swamps, forests, hills, lakes, rivers, and mountains. Each area costs one point to enter. You need not move the extra amount rolled on the die.

More than one piece can be in an area at one time, except for adventure areas. If another player’s piece is in an adventure area, you cannot land there.

Crossing a river costs one extra point. You may not travel along rivers; they are considered boundaries between spaces but are not spaces themselves. You cannot end your turn on a river.

You may enter a lake space only from an area containing a pier, and you must pay the boatman (the bank) one gold piece for the trip. You may leave a lake anywhere along the coast you wish or remain there at the end of your turn.

If you roll zero you do not move at all, but have an encounter instead.

If you land on one of the seven adventure areas, remove your marker from the board immediately and place it on the start space of that adventure area card.

CHARACTERS
A player character cannot succeed in the MERTWIG’S MAZE™ game without help. That’s where the character deck comes to your aid. The deck consists of an assortment of people and intelligent animals who have come to the kingdom for fame and fortune, and are available for hire. You start the game with two hirelings (as they also are called) and you have the opportunity to hire more in town. Characters fight with you when you meet hostile monsters and they want to be paid when you cash in treasure at the Royal Palace.

Collectively, your player character and the characters you hire are occasionally referred to as your Party.

Hiring Characters
In town, when you land on a space with a character symbol (or two or three), you may draw as many character cards as there are character symbols in that space. Examine these cards and decide whether you wish to hire each character to work for you. Each character’s fee is printed on the card. The gold is paid to the bank.

Any character you hire is placed face up in front of you. Characters you can’t afford or choose not to hire are discarded.

Wounds and Death
Battles and events in adventure areas can cause your characters to be wounded.

When any character or encounter is wounded, place a wound marker on the card.

A player character can survive one wound. The wound marker stays on the player character card until the wound is healed or the character is killed. A second wound kills a player character.

A character or an encounter (from the deck) is killed by a single wound. The card is not removed until the end of the round, however; place a wound marker on the card so you don’t forget.

After each round of combat, both you and the encounter player have an opportunity to heal wounds by using a Heal spell (or a magic potion; see Optional Rules). Also, when it is your turn, you can try to heal a wounded character instead of moving (don’t even roll the die for movement). If a character is

Moving in Adventure Areas
Each adventure area has specific movement rules printed on it. As soon as you land on an adventure area space, place the appropriate adventure area card on the table in front of you. Put your marker in the start space on the card.

Only one player can be in any one adventure area at a time. If another player is already in an adventure area, you cannot enter that adventure area space on the map.

You may not re-enter an adventure area on the same turn that you leave it.
wounded by an event in an adventure area, you can immediately try to heal him. No character can cast more than one Heal spell per turn, even if it fails. If a character is wounded twice (or three times, or four times) in one round of combat, mark each wound. A separate Heal spell is needed to cure each wound.

Any character with a wound marker on his card at the end of the round or turn is dead. Discard that character. A player character is dead only if he has two wounds at the end of the round or turn.

See How Magic Works for a more detailed explanation of the Heal spell.

**Starting Over**

If your player character is killed, you are out of the game. Discard all your holdings and return your gold to the bank. You may start fresh on your next turn. Select a different player character from the remaining cards, put your marker in the Royal Palace, collect your starting gold and your two hirelings, and roll the die.

---

**ADVENTURE AREAS**

Each of the seven adventure areas is a sort of small game in its own right. When you move your marker to one of these spaces on the map, remove your marker from the map. Find the appropriate adventure area card and set it on the table near you. Place your marker on the Start space on the card. On your next turn, you begin the adventure.

The movement rules for each area are different, so consult the specific rules printed on each card before proceeding. When you come to the Return to Map space, put the adventure area card away and return your marker to the map. On your next turn, you can move normally. You cannot re-enter an adventure area until the turn after you leave its map space.

You do not need to read the specific rules for an adventure area until you actually move to one.

**Woods Whole**

There is a mysterious hole in the middle of a spiral wood. Nobody knows why, but when you travel to the end, you become richer and relocated.

**Mystic Vale**

It is rumored that a wizard or wizardess lives in this shady little valley. A trip through the vale is usually a rewarding experience.

**The Toppled Temple**

Long before the current inhabitants occupied the valley of King Mertwig, a mighty civilization once held these lands. Atop a small mound in the midst of the forest can be found a ruined temple that dates back to the “Old Ones.” Little is known about what went on here (there are no archeologists in the kingdom), but today there are three mysterious doors. Each time someone goes in, he seems to exit (assuming he does exit) somewhat richer for the experience.

**The Burial Mounds of Rhygn**

Many years ago, when Mertwig was just a young prince, the armies of his father fought a long and bloody battle with the Rhygn warriors. Two days and a night the battle raged. In the end, the Rhygn were totally destroyed, and the kingdom secured. The bodies of the warriors were buried in two great mounds, along with their king. The mounds are now a holy place, filled with an air of pain and suffering. Travelers who venture beyond the circle of stones should be ready for anything.

**The Caves of Congor**

In the side of a limestone cliff can be found these infamous caves. Long have they been hideouts for thieves, brigands, and other bad-type guys. Be careful if you enter; some of them may still lurk inside.

**The Purple Castle**

Once a mighty noble in Mertwig’s court, Lord Purp has quitted the Royal Palace and lives a reclusive life with his family in his mountain castle. He is a rather strange recluse, as there always seem to be groups of adventurers and monsters wandering around in his home.
The Last Pyramid in the Sand

Beyond the mountains and across the desert lies the Last Pyramid in the Sand. Some say it was built by a great king of the Old Ones. Daring adventurers have entered and come back laden with riches, while others have never come back at all.

Mertwig’s Maze

Although built by his great grandfather, King Mertwig takes credit for the family maze beneath the palace. All members of the royal family have the uncanny ability to find their way through the maze where others fail. The maze is also inhabited by the Mystic Musk Ox, a legendary beast of unknown origin. This creature keeps out those who do not belong.

You may only enter the maze if you have a Royal Treasure and a Royal Birthmark. The guards will only let you in alone, so you must discard all your hirelings before you enter the maze (you may keep all arms, items, gold, and treasure you have accumulated). Take your marker from the Royal Palace and put it on the start space of the maze card.

Only one player at a time can be in the maze.

In order to reach the king’s chamber through the maze, the player must move through one of three barrier spaces. Two of these spaces are open; the third is blocked by an invisible barrier.

Before you enter the maze, the encounter player looks at the three maze cards. He places them under the edges of the maze, beneath the three numbers which correspond to the three places where the invisible barrier might be. Two cards indicate a clear path, one indicates a blocked path. You can look at the appropriate card when you reach a barrier space.

To move in the maze, roll one die and move up to that many spaces. You can take any path you wish and can backtrack or move less than the full amount rolled. After your second move in the maze, the encounter player puts the Mystic Musk Ox marker on the start space, rolls the die, and moves the full amount rolled. From now on, each time you take a turn, so does the ox.

If the ox lands on or passes through you, you are teleported out of the maze. The encounter player rolls one die and multiplies the result by two. He can then place your marker in any space that is that number of spaces away from the palace.

There are no encounters in the maze. If you roll a 0 you can move 10 spaces. You cannot pass through the invisible barrier. If you run into it, you must back up and go around it. Hitting the invisible barrier doesn’t end your turn; you can use any movement points remaining that turn to back away from the barrier. If you reach the king’s chamber, you win the game!

The onyx ox (a Royal Treasure) neutralizes the Mystic Musk Ox. If you enter the maze with this item the Mystic Musk Ox will not pursue you. You must still work your way through the maze, however, and reach the king’s chamber before Mertwig dies.

The barrier cards can be rearranged whenever a new player character enters the maze.

Encounters

Frequently during the game you will have encounters. When this happens, the encounter player selects one of his encounter cards and places it face up next to your party. You can encounter a wide assortment of monsters, strange things, unusual occurrences, friendly characters, and occasionally even unguarded treasure.

When Do You Have Encounters?

You have an encounter any turn when you roll 0 (10) for your movement. Instead of moving, you stay where you are and have an encounter. This applies whether you are in an outdoors space or an adventure area. There are only three exceptions: no one ever has encounters in town, or in Mertwig’s Maze, or in an adventure area if the specific instructions for that adventure area state otherwise. In town or the maze, you can move up to 10 spaces if you roll 0 (or 10) for movement. In other adventure areas, follow the specific instructions for that area.

In addition, some spaces on the adventure area cards call for you to have one or more encounters when you land on them.

The Encounter Player

At the start of the game, one person receives the encounter player card which identifies him as the encounter player. Being the encounter player is your way to throw good fortune and bad at the other players.
When someone has an encounter, the encounter player selects one of his face down encounter cards and plays it.

Each player starts with four encounter cards. You cannot draw any new encounter cards until you have played all four from your hand. When all four are gone, draw four more.

As soon as the encounter player has played an encounter on someone, he passes the encounter card to his left and that person becomes the new encounter player.

If you are the encounter player and your party has an encounter, you must immediately pass the encounter card to your left. That person then plays an encounter on you!

In a two-player game, don’t bother using the encounter player card. The other player is always the encounter player!

### Special Encounters

Many of the encounter cards depict friendly, or possibly nonhostile, encounters. Follow the instructions on the card (if any) and if the encounter does not join your party, it is placed in the discard pile.

Most of the cards in the encounter deck are hostile—monsters or creatures that attack you on sight. If the card is not one on the following list, proceed to combat.

**The Dreaded 20 Foot Pit:** Roll a die and multiply the result by two. Repeat this once for each member of your party, including your player character. If the result exceeds the character’s defense value, the character is wounded.

**Lady Philippa:** She joins your party and rewards you with a treasure if you proceed directly to the Last Pyramid in the Sand without stopping in the town or any other adventure area.

**The Gryphon:** Roll one die. On an even number the gryphon goes away. On an odd number it attacks your party; proceed to Combat.

**The Unicorn:** If you have at least one female character in your party, the unicorn joins your party. Otherwise, proceed to Combat. If the unicorn joins the party and the only female is discarded, discard the unicorn also.

**The Gypsy King:** Roll the die. On an even number he joins your party. On an odd number, he goes away.

**The Mystic:** This wise old man heals one wound (if you have one) or gives you a gold piece and wanders off into the sunset.

**The Blatant Beast:** This denizen of literature is ever in search of a good tale or rhyme. You must tell it a tale. Roll the die. If the result is even, he likes your recitation, gives you a treasure, and leaves. If the result is an odd number, proceed to Combat.

**The Sphinx:** Riddles are his game, and if you can solve one, a treasure is yours. Roll the die. If the result is even, he likes your answer, gives you a treasure, and leaves. If the result is an odd number, proceed to Combat.

**The Eagle’s Eye:** This is an item you may keep. If you take it to Eagle Rock and insert it in the socket of the great stone bird’s eye, you will be rewarded with a treasure (discard the toenail and draw one treasure card).

**The Talisman of the Dead:** This is an item you may keep. If you take it to the Collosus of Maurg and return it to the toe of the great statue, you will be rewarded with a treasure (discard the toenail and draw one treasure card).

**The Blatant Beast:** This denizen of literature is ever in search of a good tale or rhyme. You must tell it a tale. Roll the die. If the result is even, he likes your recitation, gives you a treasure, and leaves. If the result is an odd number, proceed to Combat.

**The Mystic:** This wise old man heals one wound (if you have one) or gives you a gold piece and wanders off into the sunset.

**The Blatant Beast:** This denizen of literature is ever in search of a good tale or rhyme. You must tell it a tale. Roll the die. If the result is even, he likes your recitation, gives you a treasure, and leaves. If the result is an odd number, proceed to Combat.

**The Sphinx:** Riddles are his game, and if you can solve one, a treasure is yours. Roll the die. If the result is even, he likes your answer, gives you a treasure, and leaves. If the result is an odd number, proceed to Combat.

**The Eagle’s Eye:** This is an item you may keep. If you take it to Eagle Rock and insert it in the socket of the great stone bird’s eye, you will be rewarded with a treasure (discard the toenail and draw one treasure card).

**The Talisman of the Dead:** This is an item you may keep. If you take it to the Collosus of Maurg and return it to the toe of the great statue, you will be rewarded with a treasure (discard the toenail and draw one treasure card).

**The Blatant Beast:** This denizen of literature is ever in search of a good tale or rhyme. You must tell it a tale. Roll the die. If the result is even, he likes your recitation, gives you a treasure, and leaves. If the result is an odd number, proceed to Combat.

**The Mystic:** This wise old man heals one wound (if you have one) or gives you a gold piece and wanders off into the sunset.
When your party meets a hostile encounter, you must fight it. Combat is resolved in the following manner.

1. The encounter player places the encounter card (or cards) on the table opposite your party. All special encounters are resolved first, one at a time.

2. All remaining encounters should be hostile, bent on attacking the party. Both you and the encounter player determine what spells your characters will cast (if any). Dice are then rolled and the results of the spell(s) are determined. Any characters or encounters with enough wounds to kill them are set aside (but not discarded yet).

3. Match each attacking encounter card with at least one character from your party. No more than two characters can be paired against any one encounter card. Roll dice to resolve melee and place wound markers on wounded characters or encounters. Any cards with enough wounds to kill them are set aside (but not discarded yet).

4. You now have the chance to escape from the battle, if things don’t seem to be going well. If you escape, you collect no fruits of victory and all attacking encounter cards, as well as any cards recently killed (with wound markers on them) are discarded. No healing is allowed. The battle and your turn are over. The encounter player can never try to escape.

5. Both you and the encounter player can try to heal any character who was wounded in this round of combat. Any character with a heal spell can try to heal one wound. Killed characters who are not healed at this time are discarded.

Combat continues in this manner until all hostile encounters are dead or have run away, or until the party is all dead or has escaped.

**Multiple Encounter Cards**

It is possible to find your party facing several hostile opponents. If the card played by the encounter player has a star printed at the top, that encounter is not alone! Draw the top card from the encounter deck and place it next to the card already played. If this one has a star, too, continue drawing additional cards until an encounter card without a star is drawn and played. If the card has two stars, draw two additional cards.

**Special Encounters**

All special encounters (listed earlier) must be resolved before melee. In some cases this means determining whether the encounter is hostile or friendly and whether it joins you. An item which you keep or an unguarded treasure does not become yours until you defeat any hostile encounters present.

"Oops" is disregarded if there is a hostile encounter present. The Death of the King does not occur until after you have defeated any hostile encounter present.

A magic-using character or encounter can cast one or more spells during a battle. Each spell a character knows (listed on his card) can be used only once during a given battle. If the spell is not a normal area effect spell, you must specify its target.

The encounter player announces his spells first. After all of his spells and targets have been declared, the encounter player rolls a die for each spell and determines the result. You then do the same for each spell you are casting. Even though the encounter player resolves his spells first, all spells are considered to be cast at the same time, so results do not take effect until after both players have cast their spells. See How Magic Works for details on the spells.

Characters who were wounded or killed are set aside, but not yet discarded. Encounters which ran away as a result of a "Scare the Dead" or "Fear" spell are also set aside. Characters from your party which ran away are discarded immediately.

**Melee**

Once spell casting is finished, the player matches at least one character from his party against each attacking encounter card for melee (hand-to-hand combat). No more than two characters can be paired against any one encounter card.

If there are more encounter cards than characters in the melee, then the encounter player matches one or two encounter cards against each of your character cards. The side with the most cards in the melee always gets to decide who attacks who. Cards that cast magic this turn can be attacked but do not roll an attack die during melee.

When pairing cards, you can't double up against any card unless every other card has at least one opponent. Any cards that are not
paired with an opponent are not involved in the melee.

Once all pairings have been made, the encounter player rolls one die for each of his cards in the melee. This is the Attack Die Roll. Add the result of your attack die roll to the attacking card’s attack value. If the total exceeds the target’s defense value, the target is wounded. Place a wound marker on it.

You then roll an attack die for each of your characters in the melee.

Combat is simultaneous, so no results take effect until both players have rolled all of their attacks.

### Wounds

A die roll of 1, no matter what the attacker’s attack value is, always misses the target. A die roll of 0, no matter how small the attack value, always wounds the target. Place wound markers on all wounded characters and encounters.

If a character or encounter is paired with two opponents, only one of them can be attacked. This decision must be made before rolling the die.

If an encounter is paired up against a hireling and a player character, the encounter must attack the hireling. During melee, a player character can be attacked only if it is the only card in that pairing.

If all of the encounters are killed, you have won the battle. You can try to heal any wounded or killed characters and then proceed to the Fruits of Victory. If your entire party, including your player character, has been killed, you are out of the game! (see Starting Over).

### Escape

After melee is finished and wounded characters have been set aside, characters have a chance to escape from the battle.

If you don’t wish to escape, skip this step.

If you wish to escape, you and the encounter player both roll a die. If you roll the higher number, the battle is over and all living members of your party escape. You receive no Fruits of Victory and all encounter cards and any killed or sleeping characters are placed in their respective discard piles.

Certain characters allow you to add one to your escape die roll. Some encounters (giants and the giant snake) are very slow; if they are in the battle, the encounter player must subtract one from his escape die roll. These bonuses and penalties are cumulative.

If you roll less than or the same number as the encounter player, you fail to escape. Proceed to “Healing.”

Your marker remains in the same space after escaping from a battle.

### Healing

If either you or the encounter player have wounded or killed characters, you can try to heal them now. Only a character with a Heal spell can try to heal someone. If you have none, no healing can be done.

Each Heal spell can be used only once per turn. Any killed character that is not healed immediately is placed in the discard pile. Killed encounter cards that aren’t healed are removed from the battle, but are not yet discarded. If you win the battle, you’ll want to know how many treasures you get as Fruits of Victory.

If only one side has cards still in the fight, the battle is over; proceed to Fruits of Victory. If both sides still have cards in the fight, combat continues; go back to Spell Casting and repeat the steps.

### Fruits of Victory

Once you have killed or scared away all of the attacking encounters, you have won the battle and are entitled to your Fruits of Victory. Listed on the bottom of each encounter card is the amount of treasure you receive for defeating that character or monster.

Draw one treasure card from the top of the treasure deck for each treasure listed on defeated encounters. If no treasure is listed, you receive no treasure for defeating that encounter.

Any special encounter cards that were set aside earlier, such as unguarded treasure or items, now become yours. All defeated encounter cards are then discarded.
There are two types of magic in the game: magic spells, which can only be used by characters and encounters with magic ability; and magical treasures, which can be obtained from the treasure deck and are generally usable by all characters.

**Magic Ability**

Four of the player characters and many of the characters and encounters have magic ability. This is indicated by a list of magic spells which the character can cast. The list is printed on the character or encounter card. A magic-using character can only cast the spells he knows (those listed on his card) and each spell can be cast only once per turn (which means only once per battle).

To cast a spell, announce which character is casting a spell, which spell he is casting, and who or what is the target of the spell. Then roll a die. The number rolled is multiplied by the spell’s multiplier. If the result exceeds the defense value of the target, the spell succeeds. If the result equals or is less than the defense value of the target, the spell fails.

When casting spells, a roll of 1 always means failure. A roll of 0 (10) always means success (no matter how large the target’s defense value is).

Area effect spells can affect all opponents, but you must roll the die separately for each target.

**Magical Treasures**

Nine of the 34 treasures are magical. These can only be obtained in the adventure areas or by defeating an encounter that has a treasure. Most can be used by any character. Any treasure, including magical ones, can be exchanged for gold at the Royal Palace.

When a character uses a magical treasure, it is placed underneath his card so that the name and numbers are still visible. If a magical treasure has an attack or defense value, this is added to the appropriate value of the character using it.

Only characters with magic ability can use magic wands. Only a cleric, monk, or druid can use a holy symbol. Within these restrictions, you can shift a magical item from one character to another after each round of a battle (see Combat). A character can carry and use numerous magical treasures at the same time.

For example, a character with the Invisible Ring (+3 defense) and the Sword of Snyd (+3 attack, +2 defense) adds three to his attack value and five to his defense value.

**Frodgear’s Magic Wand:** This device can either increase its user’s attack value by one or add one to a spell effect die roll (before multiplication). Only characters with magic ability can use the wand and only one of its effects can be used per round.

**Garath’s Shield:** This ancient shield adds three to its owner’s defense value.

**Helm of Power:** The helmet was crafted by master wizards, and increases both its wearer’s attack and defense values by two.

**Holy Symbol of Anabachaz:** The powerful magic in this artifact increases the bearer’s defense value by two or adds two to his spell effect die roll (before multiplication). Only one of these effects can be used per round. Only a cleric, monk, or druid can use the holy symbol.

**Invisible Ring:** Using this ring increases the character’s defense value by three.

**Mithril Breastplate:** This magnificent armour, built by a long-lost clan of dwarves, adds four to its wearer’s defense value.

**Sword of Snyd:** The mighty warrior Snyd left behind a sword that adds three to both the wielder’s attack and defense values.

**Wand of Polyplox:** The Stradivarius of magic wands, Polyplox’s masterpiece can increase either its user’s attack value or magic die rolls by three (before multiplication). Only one of these effects can be used per round, however, and only characters with magic ability can use the wand.

**War Club:** Although it appears simple and crude, this mighty weapon increases the wielder’s attack value by four.

**The Onyx Ox** is not specifically a magic treasure, but holding it helps you to get past the Mystic Musk Ox in King Mertwig’s Maze.

**How Magic Works**

The following descriptions need only be referred to when you actually cast a spell or use a magical item. Skip over them if you are just learning the rules.

**Magic Spells**

**Charm** (x2): Pick any one opposing character, roll a die, and multiply the result by two. If the final result exceeds the defense value of the target, that character joins your party. Place it alongside your character. It will remain with your party until it either runs away, is killed, or you let it go. A charmed character does not need to be paid when you cash in treasure at the Royal Palace. If you charm an evil encounter, any good characters in your party are discarded immediately, or vice versa.

If the encounter player successfully charms a character away from a party, the charmed character becomes a hostile encounter and must be defeated.

A charmed character or encounter becomes a member of the opposing group in all respects. Only another Charm spell can bring it back to its original group.

**Fear** (x2, area effect): One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it flees from the combat. Encounters which flee leave their treasures behind; you can collect these treasures if all of the encounters are defeated. Characters in your party who flee are discarded. If your player character flees, the encounter is over and the encounter cards are discarded (no treasure is gained if you flee). The entire party flees with your player character.

**Scare the Dead** (x2, area effect): One at a time, point to each opposing dead character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it flees from the combat. Encounters which flee leave their treasures behind; you can collect these treasures if all of the encounters are defeated. Characters in your party who flee are discarded. If your player character flees, the encounter is over and the encounter cards are discarded (no treasure is gained if you flee). The entire party flees with your player character.
treasures behind before being placed in the discard pile. “Dead” refers to such encounter types as ghosts, mummies, and zombies.

**Sleep (x2, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it falls asleep for the next two rounds of combat. Turn the card sideways to indicate that the character or encounter is asleep.

While asleep, a character or encounter may not cast spells or attack. It can be attacked as though it was awake, however.

If you escape from a combat while members of your party are asleep, the cards of the sleeping members are discarded.

**Fireball (x2, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it takes one wound. Place a wound marker on the target.

**Heal (x2):** Select any wounded character as your target. Roll one die and multiply the result by two. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, one wound marker is removed from the target. The target’s defense value is not increased for armour or magical treasure.

A Heal spell can also be used any turn instead of rolling a die for movement, if you have a wounded member in your party. You must, of course, have a character in your party who knows the Heal spell. The attempt at healing constitutes your turn whether successful or not.

If a character becomes wounded in an adventure area, you may try to heal him immediately. Remember, a Heal spell can be cast only once per turn. However, a character can cast a Heal spell even if he casts another spell in combat this round.

**Invisibility (x3):** Select the opponent with the largest defense value. This is your target. Roll one die and multiply the result by three. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, the party has escaped and the encounter is over. Discard any surviving encounter cards. You do not collect treasure if you escape from an encounter.

**Lightning (x3, area effect):** One at a time, point to each opposing character and roll a die, multiplying the result by three. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it takes one wound. Place a wound marker on the target.

If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it takes one wound. Place a wound marker on the target.

**Evil Protection (x3, area effect):** One at a time, point to each evil character (opposing and friendly!) and roll a die, multiplying the result by three. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, it is entranced and can do nothing for the next two rounds of combat. Turn the card sideways to indicate that the character or encounter is entranced.

While entranced, a character or encounter cannot cast spells or attack. It can be attacked, however, as though it was awake.

If you escape from combat while a member of your party is entranced, that character’s card is discarded.

**Magic Bolt (x4):** Pick one opponent as your target. Roll one die and multiply the result by four. If the final result is greater than the defense value of the target, the target is wounded.

When using any spell, a roll of 1 means failure. A roll of 0 (10) means success, no matter how large the defense value of the target.

---

**Treasure**

The deck of treasure cards is your key to victory in the MERTWIG’S MAZE™ game. The only way to get more gold to spend is to gather treasures and cash them in at the Royal Palace. In addition, if the king dies, the player with the most gold and treasures wins.

Treasures are obtained in two ways: as the Fruits of Victory for defeating hostile encounters and lying about in any of the seven adventure areas.

Each treasure card you obtain must be placed face up in front of you near your party. Nine of the cards represent magical treasures which may be useful to your party.

**Converting Treasures to Gold**

Printed on each card is its value in gold pieces. You may not spend a treasure in town or use it as a bribe unless you first convert it to gold. When you land on the Royal Palace space in town, the chancellor of the exchequer gives you gold (from the bank) for each treasure you choose to turn in.

Put cashed-in treasures in the discard pile.

The two smallest treasures—six and 10 gold pieces—are the only treasures that need not be taken to the Royal Palace. If you draw one of these, collect the gold from the bank immediately and discard the treasure card.

**Royal Birthmarks**

Among the treasure cards are five royal birthmark cards. No player can ever have more than one royal birthmark card. If you have a royal birthmark and draw another one, you must immediately discard one and
draw the next card from the top of the treasure deck. If this, too, is a birthmark, keep drawing and discarding until you get a treasure.

Whenever a birthmark card is discarded, all treasure cards in the discard pile are shuffled back into the treasure deck. This gives every player a chance to obtain a royal birthmark.

A player can never lose or give away a royal birthmark once gained unless his player character dies and he starts over.

Royal Treasures

Seven of the treasure cards are royal treasures, marked with a large letter “R” at the top. To prove yourself an heir to the throne, you must obtain a royal birthmark and at least one royal treasure. Show these to the guards at the entrance to the maze, and you may enter. Royal treasures may also be cashed in for gold, like any other treasures.

The gold locket (a royal treasure) is broken in half and appears on two cards. Each half is worth a few gold pieces, but you must have both parts for it to count as a royal treasure.

How to Win

There are two ways to win the game.

1. Obtain a royal birthmark and a royal treasure and find your way through the maze to reach the King’s Chamber.

2. Have the most treasure and gold when the king dies. The king dies when the “Death of the King” card is drawn. If you are using the optional arms and magic decks, arms and magical items are counted, too.

Strategy Tips

Although no one strategy guarantees success, the following few suggestions are offered.

In the beginning, spend all your gold hiring as many characters as you can. Even an inexpensive little guy is a body who gets a chance to roll a zero and can take a wound.

By all means hire Mariduk or Owlswil if you get the chance. Their ability to heal characters is a definite advantage, especially if you are not using the optional rules.

If, late in the game, you have lots of wealth but no birthmark or royal treasure, go to the adventure areas. These use up encounter cards faster than wandering around, and this increases the chance that the “Death of the King” card will be drawn.
The following rules can be added at your discretion. They add more flavor and complexity to the game, and also lengthen the playing time.

**Optional Rules**

**Extended Life**

Each character and encounter is now killed only upon receiving two wounds. This rule makes Heal spells much more important and opens the possibility of returning to town to seek out the hospital and the temple for healing.

A player character can survive two wounds and is killed only upon receiving a third wound.

**Arms and Armour**

The arms deck is added to the game. No player begins with any arms. However, when you land on a space in town containing one or more sword symbols, you can draw that many arms cards and have the option to buy any or all of the cards drawn.

Arms and armour can be assigned to any member of your party. Simply place the arms card beneath the character card so that you can still read the attack and defense values at the top. The attack value of a weapon card is added to the attack value of the character. Armour increases the character’s defense value.

Use some common sense with arms and armour. A character can use only one weapon, wear only one helmet and one breastplate, and carry only one shield in combat. Surplus arms can be kept face up with your treasures.

Armour helps defend a character against the spells Fireball, Lightning, and Magic Bolt. All other spells are calculated against the basic defense value of the target character, no matter what that character is holding or wearing. Armour does not defend a character against a pit, trap, or snare, either.

At the beginning of a battle, you can decide what arms each member of your party is carrying. You can shift arms from one character to another at the beginning of any round of combat (before spell casting), but not between spell casting and melee.

If an arms-bearing character is killed, you can recover and reassign the card at the beginning of the next round of combat. If an arms-bearing character runs away from a battle as a result of Fear (a magic spell), the arms card is discarded. If an arms-bearing character is Charmed into joining the enemy, he takes his arms with him (discard at the end of the battle).

**Missile Weapons**

This rule can only be used if you are using arms. You may, if you wish, further complicate battle by considering the sling, crossbow, and bow to be Missile weapons. This adds a missile fire phase to combat which is resolved after spell casting and before melee.

Only a character armed with a sling, crossbow, or bow can use missile fire. Any encounters killed by missile fire are set aside before melee. A character who fires a missile weapon cannot also attack during the following melee (he has already made his attack). A character that cast a spell during spell casting cannot make a missile attack.

You can also use the dagger as a missile weapon. If you use it as such (by throwing it), it is discarded.

Missile fire is resolved the same as melee, but the target cannot fire back! (No encounters have missile weapons.) In addition, any number of characters can fire at any one target.

To resolve missile fire, declare your target and roll the die. Add your character’s attack value and missile weapon value to the die roll. Compare the total with the target’s defense value. If the defense value is exceeded, the target is wounded.

**Magical Items**

The magic deck can also be added to the game. No player begins with any magical items. However, when you land on a town space that contains one or more scrolls, you can draw that many magic cards and have the option to buy any or all of the cards drawn.

Magical items are kept near your party like treasures. They need not be assigned to any particular character. A character does not need to have magic ability to use an item listed on a magic card. Most magical items are for use during battle, but a couple (the lucky charm and the scroll of teleportation) can be used at other times.

A magic card is discarded after use (you can only use it once).

**Magical Items in Combat**

A character who uses a *scroll of fear* or a *scroll of charm* is considered to have cast a spell, and cannot attack again during missile fire or melee. These scrolls function exactly the same as the spells of the same name.

A character who drinks a *bottle of courage* during spell casting can still attack during missile fire or melee (but cannot cast a spell). A bottle of courage temporarily increases a character’s attack and defense values. Place the bottle card under the character so that the numbers are visible. The bonuses last any number of rounds, until the end of the current battle.

*Healing potions* are used during the healing phase of combat. One healing potion cures one wound. More than one potion can be applied to a character. Healing potions can also be used any turn in place of a movement die roll.

A *smoke bomb* must be used during the escape phase of combat. A smoke bomb adds two to your escape die roll. You can use more than one bomb at a time, but you only get one chance to escape after each round of battle.
The teleportation scroll can be used during the escape phase, in which case your escape is successful. The scroll can also be used any turn instead of rolling a die for movement. To teleport, roll one die and move your colored marker exactly that number of spaces in any direction you choose. Do not count anything extra for crossing rivers and do not pay any gold to cross a lake. Teleportation movement takes place only out of doors and in town; you cannot use teleportation to move to a space inside an adventure area. If you teleport while in an adventure area, place your marker on the game map and then start moving. If you roll a 0 when teleporting, you move 10 spaces and do not have an encounter.

Keys can be used at any time to open a locked door in any adventure area.

You can use a lucky charm any time you roll a die for any reason. The charm adds or subtracts one from the result as you see fit. You can see the result of your roll before using the lucky charm.

### Varying Terrain Costs

Instead of paying one point for each area entered on the game board, it costs two points to enter a swamp, woods, or hill space, and three points to enter a mountain space. This increases the value of teleportation (teleporting still costs only one point per space) and gives more meaning to the different terrain types. However, a player character token can always move one space, regardless of the die roll (unless it was 0 and an encounter occurred).

Adventure areas and special areas (those printed in black and white) always cost one point to enter.

### Attacking Other Players

Don’t use this rule unless you have tough skins. It tends to bruise egos. You are now allowed to use your party to attack other players’ parties.

You can land in the same space as another player (but only one player can be in an adventure area at a time). When you land in the same space as another player, you can try to find his party. Both you and the other player roll a die. If you roll higher, the other player has been found. Bonuses to escape die rolls apply to this roll! If you fail to find the other player, nothing happens.

Once you find another player’s party, you have combat with one another just as you would with an encounter. You may, of course, negotiate bribes, ransoms, and blackmail rather than fight.

You can never attack another player while in town.
There is a mysterious hole in the middle of a spiral wood. Nobody knows why, but when you travel to the end, you become richer and relocated.

**Movement:** Roll the die and move the full amount indicated. You may not move less than the amount you roll, unless you enter the hole. You must follow the instructions printed on the space in which you land. A trip through Woods hole will take from two to five turns.

**Falling Branch:** If you land here, you must apply one wound to any one member of your party (your choice).

**Riddle Tree:** If you land here, you may not leave unless you roll an odd number on the die.

**L'il Pit:** If you land here, one of your characters has fallen in a small pit (your choice which character). Roll the die—if the result is “0” or exceeds the defense value of the character, the character is wounded.

**Encounter:** If you land here, you have an encounter.

**The Hole:** When you enter the hole, your trip is over. Draw one treasure card and then roll the die. You are mysteriously teleported that many spaces away from the adventure area by the encounter player.
It is rumored that a wizard or wizardess lives in this shady little valley. A trip through the vale is usually a rewarding experience.

**Movement:** Move one space per turn, then roll the die and consult the chart for the space you occupy. You may not skip a space. When you reach the Finish space, put your marker back on the game board. A trip through the Mystic Vale will take seven turns.

| **The Anthill** | 10 | Encounter |
| 7, 8, 9 | Treasure |
| 5, 6 | Nothing |
| 1, 2, 3, 4 | Ant attack (apply one wound) |

| **Jean's Well** | 10 | Encounter |
| 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 | Treasure |
| 3, 4 | 5 gold pieces or free magic draw |
| 1, 2 | No luck |

| **The Wise Oak** | 10 | Encounter |
| 6, 7, 8, 9 | 5 gold pieces or free magic draw |
| 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 | Heal one wound |

**Leo's Little Leantoo**
- 9, 10: Encounter
- 8: Treasure
- 5, 6, 7: Black Box (requires key)
- 1, 2, 3, 4: Trap!

**The Strange Statue**
- 9, 10: Encounter
- 6, 7, 8: 1 gold piece
- 3, 4, 5: 10 gold pieces or heal one wound
- 1, 2: Curse! (apply one wound)

**The Magic Fountain**
- 10: Encounter
- 6, 7, 8, 9: 10 gold pieces or one treasure
- 3, 4, 5: 5 gold pieces or free arms draw
- 1, 2: 1 gold piece

**Black Box:** If you have a key, you can use it to open the box (discard your key). Inside the box are two treasures (draw two treasure cards)!
THE TOPPLED TEMPLE

Long before the current inhabitants occupied the valley of King Mertwig, a mighty civilization held these lands. Atop a small mound in the midst of the forest can be found a ruined temple that dates back to the "Old Ones." Little is known about what went on here (there are no archeologists in the kingdom), but today there are three mysterious doors. Each time someone goes in, he or she seems to exit somewhat richer for the experience.

Setting Up: When you put your player marker on the Entrance space, the encounter player must set up the temple. He draws cards from the encounter deck until he has a total of six in his hand. In addition, he draws the top three treasure cards (to be placed in the temple).

These cards are organized into three face-down piles. Each pile has two encounter cards on top and one treasure card on bottom. The groups of cards are then placed on the Temple card, one pile on each of the large, numbered doors. The temple is now set up.

Movement: There is no movement in the Toppled Temple. The turn after you enter the temple, choose one of the three doors. Both encounter cards on that door are turned face up and resolved. If you defeat them (or they are not hostile), you gain their treasure plus the treasure card that was hidden beneath them.

If you run away from the encounters, you get no treasure at all.

Leaving the Temple: After dealing with one door only, your marker is placed on the Exit space. The player who set up the temple takes the four remaining encounter cards as his encounter hand. The treasures behind the doors that weren't chosen are discarded. On your next turn, move your marker back to the game map and resume movement.

A trip through the Toppled Temple takes only two turns: On the first turn you move your token to the temple card and the encounter player sets it up; on the second turn you choose a door and resolve the encounters; on the third turn you move your marker back to the map and move normally.
THE BURIAL MOUNDS OF RHYGN

Many years ago, when Mertwig was just a young prince, the armies of his father fought a long and bloody battle with the Rhygn Warriors. Two days and a night the battle raged. In the end, the Rhygn were totally destroyed and the Kingdom secured. The bodies of the warriors were buried in two great mounds, along with their king. The mounds are now a holy place, filled with an air of pain and suffering. Travelers who venture beyond the circle of stones should be ready for anything.

Movement: Roll the die and move the full amount indicated from dot to dot. If you land on a space marked with a letter (M, E, 2E, H, or A), something happens. You must stop, however, when you reach the spaces marked H (for Heaptop) and A (for the Acme). If you roll 0 you do not move, but have an encounter instead. If you land on a space marked E, you must have an encounter. If you land on a space marked 2E, you meet two encounters at once. A trip through the mounds should take you four to six turns.

---

**Monolith (M)**

If you land in a monolith space roll the die:

- **10**: Draw one treasure card
- **7, 8, 9**: Magic exchange: Discard all your magic cards and draw an equal number from the deck to replace them. Disregard this result if you are not using the magic deck.
- **4, 5, 6**: Character exchange: Discard all characters in your party. Draw an equal number of cards from the character deck to replace them.
- **1, 2, 3**: Falling rock: Any one character in your party is wounded.

**Heaptop (H)**

When you stop at the Heaptop, you may make an offering—one weapon, one treasure, or 10 gold pieces—and then roll the die. If you made an offering, add two to the result:

- **10**: Draw two treasure cards!
- **7, 8, 9**: Draw one treasure card
- **4, 5, 6**: Take five gold pieces or heal one wound
- **1, 2, 3**: Wrath! d10 vs. each character

**Acme (A)**

When you stop at the Acme, you can make an offering—one weapon, one treasure, or 10 gold pieces—and then roll the die. If you made an offering, you add two to the result:

- **10**: Draw three treasure cards!
- **9**: Draw two treasure cards!
- **6, 7, 8**: Draw one treasure card
- **3, 4, 5**: Wrath! d10 vs. each character
- **1, 2**: Death Curse! One member of your party dies (your choice, no healing!)

**Wrath:** You have angered the spirits of the dead. A mysterious force takes a swipe at you all. Roll a die for each character in your party. If the result is 0 or exceeds the defense value of the character, apply one wound.
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THE CAVERNS OF CONGOR

In the side of a limestone cliff can be found the infamous caves. Long have they been the hideouts for thieves, brigands, and other bad-guy types. Be careful if you enter, some of them may still be inside.

Movement: Roll one die. If you roll an even number, move one space. If you roll 0 you do not move, but have an encounter. If you roll an odd number, move one or two spaces. You may only move forward through the cave (no backtracking). If you have a key, you can use it to open the door to the big treasure room.

To help you remember: ONEven, TWOdd.

Printed in each room of the cave is what happens there or what you get if you land there. A trip through the caves should take you four to six turns.
Pyramid. A number of spaces equal to the roll of dice, the characters player depicts you away from the Treasure Room. You must stop when you land here. Draw three encounters. You cannot pay any number of your party.

Mysterious Voice: You must lose one of the following: one treasure, one character, or roll one die and lose the many gold pieces. If you lose a weapon, you must choose a new weapon.

Poisonous Skunk: Apply one wound to any member of your party. If you roll 0, you do not move, but take an encounter instead. (A new direction in each direction (no backwardness).)

Biting Snake: Roll one wound to any member of your party. If you roll 0, reduce the desert's defense by two. If you roll 0 or the result exceeds the character's defense, you roll one wound to any member of your party.

If you roll 0, you do not move, but take an encounter instead. (A new direction in each direction (no backwardness).)

Movement: Roll one die, and move the full amount indicated. You may not move less than the amount you rolled unless you enter the next room. If you roll 0, you do not move, but take an encounter instead. (A new direction in each direction (no backwardness).)

Beyond the mountains and across the desert lies the Last Pyramid in the sand. Some say it was built by a great king of the Old Ones. Daring adventurers. The Last Pyramid in the sand.
THE PURPLE CASTLE

Once a mighty noble in Mertwig’s court, Lord Purp has quit the Royal Palace and lives a reclusive life with his family in his mountain castle. He is a rather strange recluse, as there always seem to be groups of adventurers and monsters wandering through his home.

Movement: Do not roll the die to move in Purple Castle. Simply move one space per turn, following the arrows. In each space, roll the die and consult the chart printed in the room. If you have a key, you may use it to enter Lady Purp’s room. A trip through the castle will take six or seven turns.

Accident: You must lose one of the following (your choice): one treasure, one magical item, one weapon, or roll one die and lose that much gold. If you cannot pay, apply one wound to any member of your party.
Before you enter the maze, the encounter player looks at the three maze cards. He places them under the edges of the maze, beneath the three numbers which correspond to the three places where the invisible barrier might be. Two cards indicate a clear path, one indicates a blocked path.

To move in the maze, roll one die and move up to that many spaces. You can take any path you wish and can backtrack or move less than the full amount rolled. After your second move in the maze, the encounter player puts the Mystic Musk Ox marker on the start space, rolls the die, and moves the full amount rolled. From now on, each time you take a turn, so does the ox.

If the ox lands on or passes through you, you are teleported out of the maze. The encounter player rolls one die and multiplies the result by two. He can then place your marker in any space that is that number of spaces away from the palace. You can move through the ox safely.

There are no encounters in the maze. If you roll a 0 you can move 10 spaces. You cannot pass through the invisible barrier. If you run into it, you must back up and go around it. Hitting the invisible barrier doesn’t end your turn; you can use any movement points remaining that turn to back away from the barrier. If you reach the king’s chamber, you win the game!

The onyx ox (a Royal Treasure) neutralizes the Mystic Musk Ox. If you enter the maze with this item the Mystic Musk Ox will not pursue you. You must still work your way through the maze, however, and reach the king’s chamber before Mertwig dies.
THE INVISIBLE THING
Take this to the
Boneyard for free
treasure.

TALISMAN OF
THE DEAD

THE SPHINX
Solve his riddle. Roll die: even = treasure and he
leaves, odd = he attacks.
One Treasure

FRIENDLY
CHARACTER
JOIN YOU

THE LONESOME
TROLL
Troll Bribe: 1-10 gp

THE GREY GHOST
(Dead)
One Treasure

EVIL WARRIOR
LOCHRATZ
One Treasure

VAMPIRE
BAT

CAVE BEAR
(Dead)

THE BRIDGE TROLL
Troll Bribe: 1-10 gp

RED WOLF
d10 x 2
vs. each member of
your party!

NEFARIS, A MUMMY
(Dead)
One Treasure

Giant HYMDYK
(Evil)
Add 1 to escape roll.
Two Treasures

THE MYSTIC
Heals one wound. If
no wounds, he gives
you 1 gold piece and
departs

THE DEADED SLOB
(Dead)

THE DEADED SLOB
One Treasure

WARRIOR WEYGLYN
(Evil)

ZIZARD WOGGNOG
(Evil)

MARIETTE
HARPY
One Treasure

ASMODEUS
(Evil)
Three Treasures

ORC GLAKK
(Evil)
One Treasure

GIANT SNAKE
+1 to escape roll.
One Treasure

GIANT, UKNAK
(Evil)
Add 1 to escape roll.
One Treasure

Fireball
Magic Bolt
Heal
KEY
10 gp
Will unlock any door. Return card to deck when used.

PEARL NECKLACE
65 gp

LARGE RUBY
120 gp

STAR SAPPHIRE
100 gp

THE HOPELESS DIAMOND
250 gp

THE FOREST EMERALD
200 gp
Royal Treasure!

GOLD INGOT
40 gp

2 GOLD BARS
80 gp

SMALL BAG OF GOLD
20 gp
Collect gold from bank, return card to deck. NOW!

SIX GOLD PIECES
Collect gold from bank, return card to deck. NOW!

10 GOLD PIECES
Collect gold from bank, return card to deck. NOW!

10 GOLD PIECES
Collect gold from bank, return card to deck. NOW!

THE ROYAL BIRTHMARK
Limit: One per player. If you already have one, return this card and draw again!

THE ROYAL BIRTHMARK
Limit: One per player. If you already have one, return this card and draw again!

THE ROYAL BIRTHMARK
Limit: One per player. If you already have one, return this card and draw again!

THE INVISIBLE RING
125 gp
Royal Treasure

THE ONYX OX
1-10 x 10 gp
Royal Treasure

GOLD CROWN
75 gp
Royal Treasure

HALF OF A GOLD LOCKET
15 gp
You need both halves to prove you are an heir to the throne. Royal Treasure

THE OTHER HALF OF A GOLD LOCKET
10 gp
You need both halves to prove you are an heir to the throne. Royal Treasure

GOLD CHALICE
65 gp
Royal Treasure
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GARATH'S SHIELD</strong></td>
<td>120 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HELM OF POWER</strong></td>
<td>160 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MITHRIL BREASTPLATE</strong></td>
<td>200 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE WAR CLUB</strong></td>
<td>+1/-100 gp. Roll die when cashing in: even = +100 gp; odd = -100 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SWORD OF SNYD</strong></td>
<td>220 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE WAND OF POLYPLOX</strong></td>
<td>250 gp. +3 to attack value or +3 to any spell result (before multiplier).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FREDGEAR'S MAGIC WAND</strong></td>
<td>30 gp. +1 to attack value or +1 to any spell result (before multiplier).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HOLY SYMBOL of AMABACHAZZ</strong></td>
<td>100 gp. +2 defense value or +2 magic value (before multiplier).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOLID GOLD PIGGY BANK</strong></td>
<td>1d10 x 10 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILVER TEA SERVICE</strong></td>
<td>25 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGIC SCROLL: CHARM</strong></td>
<td>d10 X 2. Target joins you. Cost: 8 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGIC SCROLL: CHARM</strong></td>
<td>d10 X 2. Target joins you. Cost: 8 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGIC SCROLL: CHARM</strong></td>
<td>d10 X 2. Target joins you. Cost: 8 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGICAL ITEM: SMOKE BOMB</strong></td>
<td>d10 X 2. Cost: 2 gp. +2 to escape dice roll. Discard after use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGICAL ITEM: SMOKE BOMB</strong></td>
<td>d10 X 2. Cost: 2 gp. +2 to escape dice roll. Discard after use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGICAL ITEM: SMOKE BOMB</strong></td>
<td>d10 X 2. Cost: 2 gp. +2 to escape dice roll. Discard after use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGICAL ITEM: SMOKE BOMB</strong></td>
<td>d10 X 2. Cost: 2 gp. +2 to escape dice roll. Discard after use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TELEPORT SCROLL</strong></td>
<td>Moves entire party 1-10 spaces. If used during battle, draw no treasure. Cost: 10 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TELEPORT SCROLL</strong></td>
<td>Moves entire party 1-10 spaces. If used during battle, draw no treasure. Cost: 10 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TELEPORT SCROLL</strong></td>
<td>Moves entire party 1-10 spaces. If used during battle, draw no treasure. Cost: 10 gp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DAGGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You may throw a dagger (using it as a missile weapon). If you do, the dagger is gone; return this card to the deck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melee Weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ROUND SHIELD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MAGICAL ITEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healing Potion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MAGICAL ITEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bottle of Courage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USEFUL ITEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USEFUL ITEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost: 8 gp Unlocks any door. Discard after use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 WOODEN CLUB
Melee Weapon
1 gp

1 WOODEN CLUB
Melee Weapon
1 gp

1 WOODEN CLUB
Melee Weapon
1 gp

3 BOW and ARROWS
Missile Weapon
25 gp

1 WOODEN STAFF
Melee Weapon
2 gp

2 BATTLE AXE
Melee Weapon
5 gp

2 BATTLE AXE
Melee Weapon
5 gp

3 BOW and ARROWS
Missile Weapon
25 gp

1 WOODEN STAFF
Melee Weapon
2 gp

1 WOODEN STAFF
Melee Weapon
2 gp

1 SLING and SHOT
Missile Weapon
7 gp

1 SLING and SHOT
Missile Weapon
7 gp

3 BROADSWORD
Melee Weapon
20 gp

2 BROADSWORD
Melee Weapon
20 gp

2 SHORT SWORD
Melee Weapon
10 gp

2 SHORT SWORD
Melee Weapon
10 gp

1 KITE SHIELD
Armour
15 gp

2 KITE SHIELD
Armour
15 gp

2 BREASTPLATE
Armour
30 gp

2 BREASTPLATE
Armour
30 gp

3 MACE
Melee Weapon
8 gp

3 MACE
Melee Weapon
8 gp

1 HELMET
Armour
16 gp

1 DAGGER
Melee Weapon
3 gp

You may throw a dagger (using it as a missile weapon). If you do, the dagger is gone; return this card to the deck.
The Card Decks

The Character Deck (35 cards)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>A/D</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leo Littlefoot</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Smaug</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thagwilk, a dwarf</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osbald the dwarf</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auchmound the dwarf</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>10 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skaihan the fighter</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>10 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisherlack the fairy</td>
<td>0/6</td>
<td>10 gp</td>
<td>Charm; may not bear arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aibharr the elf</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>11 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frylesmom, assassin</td>
<td>8/4</td>
<td>12 gp</td>
<td>evil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osagenk, the elf</td>
<td>5/7</td>
<td>12 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypdd, assassin</td>
<td>9/6</td>
<td>13 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlath, ourf lord</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>13 gp</td>
<td>dwarves get +1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socnec, jr. not-river</td>
<td>3/7</td>
<td>14 gp</td>
<td>Fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bokke, ex gypsy bear</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>15 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danbhalt, a druid</td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>15 gp</td>
<td>Fireball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Mog, a gollila</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>15 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seanna, a thief</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>15 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fadngaire, a chief</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>15 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, an elephant</td>
<td>6/10</td>
<td>15 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogel, a circus bear</td>
<td>7/10</td>
<td>17 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyluku, barbarian</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>18 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croumyn, barbarian</td>
<td>9/10</td>
<td>19 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theonow, hero</td>
<td>9/11</td>
<td>21 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wabien, a weapon</td>
<td>2/20</td>
<td>21 gp</td>
<td>Invisibility, Magic Bolt, Sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ywaminn, a warrior</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>23 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naujogin, elf king</td>
<td>5/14</td>
<td>23 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armypyll, elf queen</td>
<td>8/13</td>
<td>25 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anasarc, sorcerer</td>
<td>4/11</td>
<td>26 gp</td>
<td>Charm, Invisibility, Fireball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nafriyei the Furl</td>
<td>10/13</td>
<td>27 gp</td>
<td>Fireball, good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn the monk</td>
<td>11/13</td>
<td>28 gp</td>
<td>Heal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dristar the cleric</td>
<td>9/14</td>
<td>28 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sbain, sorcerer</td>
<td>5/14</td>
<td>31 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otwilwai the cleric</td>
<td>8/15</td>
<td>35 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrovich, paladin</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>40 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bardle Holman</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>40 gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Arms Deck (optional, 34 cards)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>A/D</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wooden Club</td>
<td>1/0 gp</td>
<td>1 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wooden Staff</td>
<td>1/1 gp</td>
<td>2 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dagger</td>
<td>1/0 gp</td>
<td>3 gp (can be thrown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Battletome</td>
<td>2/0 gp</td>
<td>5 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mace</td>
<td>3/0 gp</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Short Sword</td>
<td>2/1 gp</td>
<td>10 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Broadsword</td>
<td>3/2 gp</td>
<td>20 gp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arms:
- Round Shield: 0/1 gp
- Ker Shield: 0/2 gp
- Helmet: 0/1 gp
- Breastplate: 0/2 gp

Weapon:
- Sing & Shot: 1/0 gp
- Crossbow & Bolts: 2/0 gp
- Bow & Arrows: 0/3 gp

Player Character Deck (10 cards)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>A/D</th>
<th>Gold Special</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gennie Grun</td>
<td>3/13</td>
<td>40 gp Charm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph the Red</td>
<td>5/15</td>
<td>50 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Blue</td>
<td>6/14</td>
<td>50 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willfrid White</td>
<td>9/12</td>
<td>50 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Bonker</td>
<td>9/11</td>
<td>50 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drumwell Weiss</td>
<td>8/12</td>
<td>50 gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnie Schwartz</td>
<td>2/11</td>
<td>35 gp Fear, Magic Bolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roscoe Rapid</td>
<td>2/14</td>
<td>35 gp Sleepy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertrud Green</td>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>40 gp Fear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Magic Deck (optional, 28 cards)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scrolls of Teleportation</td>
<td>10 gp</td>
<td>10 gp; to move party or escape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Keys</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
<td>8 gp; to unlock any door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Charm Scrolls</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
<td>8 gp; same as Charm spell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fear Scrolls</td>
<td>8 gp</td>
<td>8 gp; same as Fear spell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Healing Potions</td>
<td>6 gp</td>
<td>6 gp; to prevent death or heal wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bottles of Courage</td>
<td>4 gp</td>
<td>4 gp; +1 attack, +1 escape during encounter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adventure Area Cards (8 cards)

- Woods Whole
- The Mystic Vale
- The Toppled Temple
- The Burial Mounds of Rhynon
- The Caves of Cengor
- The Purple Castle
- The Last Pyramid in the Sand
- Mertwig’s Maze

The Encounter Deck (52 cards)

- Mad Dog
- Vampire Bat
- Evil Orc Glakk
- The Ghost Wraith
- The Dreaded Shad
- The Deadled Slob
- Oogad Ogre
- Giant Snare
- Evil Warrior
- Wergly
- Morosea
- Marisun Hary
- Red Wolf
- Cave Bear
- Evil Warrior
- Lorchane
- The Bandit Watch
- The Lion
- The Lioness
- The Troll
- The Bridge Troll
- The Swag Dragon
- Gavrath’s Ghost
- The Invisible Thing
- Evil Giant Umlak
- The Grey Ghost
- Evil Giant Hymndyk
- Evil Wizard Warlock
- Evil Wizard
- Wargog
- The Blue Dragon
- The Great Dragon
- Amnonden
- The Dredled
- Lady Philippa
- Greyphon
- The Unicorn
- Gyper King
- The Mystic
- The Blutant Beast
- The Sphinx
- The Forest Baker
- The Magic Plant Spike
- The Glowing Rock
- The Granite Toenail
- The Eagle’s Eye
- The Hunchman of the Hunchman
- Archer’s Quiver
- Theater Trawler
- The Boneyard
- The Happen Party One Space
- Dumglog of Sottym妤’s Imagination

Mertwig’s Maze Deck (3 cards)

- Clear Passage
- Invisible Barrier
Wise and beloved King Mertwig lays dying. His only children, a twin boy and girl, were stolen by gypsies long ago when they were still babies. Mertwig, desperate that his kingdom not fall into evil hands, announces a contest: Anyone who can present to him a Royal Treasure and a Royal Birthmark will be named heir!

But treasures (not to mention birthmarks) are not exactly easy to find. And after a would-be Royal Heir tracks them both down, he (or she) must present them to King Mertwig—and that requires braving the dangers of Mertwig’s Maze!

The Mertwig’s Maze™ game is a light-hearted fantasy boardgame from Tom Wham, designer of numerous games published in DRAGON® magazine, including the classic Snit Smashing and Snit’s Revenge. In the Mertwig’s Maze game, you are the would-be heir to Mertwig’s throne! Can you complete your quest, get past the Mystic Musk Ox in Mertwig’s Maze, and reach the finish before the other players? More importantly, can you claim the throne before Mertwig passes on and the kingdom falls into the clutches of evil?

The Mertwig’s Maze game contains a large game map, eight smaller maps, full-color counters, and hundreds of cards depicting hirelings, magical items, arms and armor, and random events to aid your quest—or hinder your opponents! Mertwig’s Maze game can be played by two or more players, and is recommended for ages 10 and up.
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